Health Care
Litigation
Bringing in-depth industry knowledge
to a full range of challenges
Health care is among the fastest growing industries in the
U.S., and new technologies and advancements in treatments
create new opportunities every day. But growth does not come
without challenges. Economic stresses, increased scrutiny, and
government regulation have increased the risks facing health
care providers. Failure to navigate the risks properly could
result in disruptive disputes and litigation.
Thanks to the
recommendations
of our clients and
colleagues, we’re
proud to announce
U.S. News- Best
Lawyers has named
Nixon Peabody
“Law Firm of the
Year” in Health
Care Law in 2016.

Nixon Peabody’s Health Care Litigation team understands the challenges faced by
businesses in the regulated health care industry. More important, we know how to get
our clients back to business. Our practice has a record of success in “must-win” cases
and a thorough understanding of the evolving economic, regulatory, and legal challenges
facing the industry today. Our efficiency, knowledge of the industry, and litigation
experience including trials, administrative proceedings, and appeals are particularly
valuable to clients who need to secure appropriate and cost-efficient litigation results.

Who we represent
Our clients reflect a broad spectrum of institutions, associations, organizations,
companies, and individual practitioners. Among them are:

——Hospitals and hospital networks
——Clinics
——Nursing homes
——Physicians and group practices
——Home care providers
——Insurers
——Managed care organizations
——Pharmaceutical firms
——Substance abuse treatment providers

Comprehensive dispute resolution services
With more than a dozen attorneys litigating a wide range of health care issues
at the local, state, and national levels, we handle cases ranging from highly
specialized regulatory compliance actions to commercial disputes and tort
actions. We represent clients in disputes involving:

——Medical staff issues
——Privacy matters
——Qui tam claims
——Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursement

——Managed care contracts

——Certificates of Need
——Graduate medical education
programs

——Antitrust matters
——The enforcement or defense of
restrictive covenants

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations can
be particularly challenging, so we often work closely with our experienced
HIPAA practice team to find the right solutions for our clients.
As part of an international firm with a highly integrated organizational
structure, we often work in tandem with other Nixon Peabody teams to
provide clients with a comprehensive range of services, including services
pertaining to corporate, employment, benefits, and insurance matters.

About Nixon Peabody
At Nixon Peabody, we see 21st century law as a tool to help shape our clients’
futures. We are constantly thinking about what is important to our clients
now and next so we can foresee obstacles and opportunities in their space and
smooth the way. We work together to handle complex challenges in litigation, real estate, corporate law, intellectual property and finance anywhere in
the world.
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